Foley Anchor
General Instructions for Use
A

APPLICATION

Prep
Area

Cleanse and degrease adequate surface area larger than the surface area of the
Foley Anchor (Figure A) with Alcohol Prep or per facility protocol.
Allow to dry completely.
Optional: Apply Skin Protection Prep according to package directions.
Allow to dry completely (may take as long as 2 minutes).

B

STRETCH

While prep area is drying, stretch tabs out (Figure B).
Position Foley Anchor under catheter at desired location. Leave slack in
Foley tubing so it does not cause resistance.
C

Locate arrow on base of device. Holding catheter in place, pull tab on opposite side
from arrow out to create an opening in the slit. Push the tab next to arrow into this
opening (Figure C).
Grasp both tabs and pull them in opposite directions until the first tab pulls
completely through the slit and locks into place (Figure D and D1).
Ensure tabs are pulled completely through to secure tubing.
While holding catheter in place, peel off one side of paper backing. Press to
adhere to skin (Figure E). Repeat on other side. Make sure all foam pad edges
are adhered firmly to the skin.

D

D1

Optional: Position Foley Anchor at the access valve side of bifurcation tubing
(Figure F).

E

REMOVAL
While pulling gently on tab closest to arrow, push the opposing tab through the slit,
reversing the application process.
Peel the device slowly off skin.

F

Optional: If desired, alcohol may be used to help break down adhesive (Figure G).

G
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Foley Anchor
Instructions for Use with Bifurcation Tubing
APPLICATION

A

Prep
Area

Cleanse and degrease adequate surface area larger than the surface area of the
Foley Anchor (Figure A) with Alcohol Prep or per facility protocol.
Allow to dry completely.
Optional: Apply Skin Protection Prep according to package directions.

B

Allow to dry completely (may take as long as 2 minutes).

STRETCH

While prep area is drying, stretch tabs out (Figure B).
Position Foley Anchor under catheter at the access valve side of the tubing
bifurcation. Leave slack in Foley tubing so it does not cause resistance.

C

Locate arrow on base of device. Holding catheter in place, pull tab on opposite
side from arrow out to create an opening in the slit. Push the tab next to arrow
into this opening (Figure C).
Grasp both tabs and pull them in opposite directions until the first tab
pulls completely through the slit and locks into place (Figure D and D1).
Ensure tabs are pulled completely through to secure tubing.

D1

D

While holding catheter in place, peel off one side of paper backing. Press to
adhere to skin (Figure E). Repeat on other side. Make sure all foam pad edges
are adhered firmly to the skin.

REMOVAL

E

While pulling gently on tab closest to arrow, push the opposing tab through the slit,
reversing the application process.
Peel the device slowly off skin.
Optional: If desired, alcohol may be used to help break down adhesive (Figure F).
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